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This article introduces an integrated approach for the early-stage multistate design and analysis of aircraft
requiring robust performance across a range of off-nominal system states. It is applied to the case study of an existing
twin-engine aircraft, enabled by the development of a multimodal performance model calibrated with ﬂight-test data
collected at Edwards Air Force Base Flight Test Center. The methodology includes elements for determining
responses in aircraft expected performance and availability to changes in static design variables (geometry), dynamic
design variables (control gains), and component failure rates, which are the three driving input categories affecting
performance robustness. This is accomplished using Markov chain analysis within the design loop to stochastically
model state transitions based on failure rates as well as gain optimization through simulation to ensure controllability
at each design point. Results showed unsafe performance in 15% of the King Air geometry-state responses under
investigation. Although many occurred in the fully failed state and were expected, ﬁve occurred in partially degraded
states where the majority of geometries were able to meet performance requirements. Furthermore, this behavior
clearly exhibited itself in the resulting design sensitivities, conﬁrming that such an approach allows designers to
identify elements that might drive system loss through analysis of performance changes across system states and their
respective response to changes in design variables.
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Nomenclature
b
= wing span, ft
CDe = change in drag coefﬁcient with elevator deﬂection,
1=rad
CLf = change in lift coefﬁcient with ﬂap deﬂection, 1=rad
= change in roll-moment coefﬁcient with sideslip, 1=rad
Cl
Clr = change in roll-moment coefﬁcient with rudder
deﬂection, 1=rad
Clp = change in roll-moment coefﬁcient with roll rate, 1=rad
Cmq = change in pitch-moment coefﬁcient with pitch rate,
1=rad
Cm = change in pitch-moment coefﬁcient with angle of
attack, 1=rad
Cn = change in yaw-moment coefﬁcient with sideslip, 1=rad
Cnr = change in yaw-moment coefﬁcient with yaw rate, 1=rad
CYr = change in side-force coefﬁcient with yaw rate, 1=rad
c
= operational parameters
= expected system availability
EA
= expected performance
EG
= performance in state k
Gk
Pr
= transition probability
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probability of being in state k
dynamic design variables
wing area, ft2
state k
static design variables
dihedral, deg
wing sweep, deg
taper ratio
failure rate of ith component

I. Introduction

T

ODAY’S increasingly complex systems are expected to operate
in a wide array of environments and conditions. This is
particularly true of aircraft, where long design cycles and operational
lifetimes virtually guarantee that the system will perform in a variety
of scenarios likely not considered during the original development
program. In addition, aircraft often experience variation in their
design parameters as technologies change throughout their operational life. Each conﬁguration must demonstrate adequate reliability
and survivability, where contingency performance metrics of the
system must be considered in a variety of degraded modes. These
modes can be conveniently modeled within a multistate system, here
deﬁned as a system having a ﬁnite set of performance levels or performance ranges, each level or range being associated with a distinct
vehicle conﬁguration. Although these states may in general include
conﬁgurations entered by intent or in response to environment, here
they are primarily differentiated by distinct levels of failure. The
aircraft’s performance robustness is determined by the degree to
which it consistently achieves expected mission performance across
a broad range of operating conditions for a ﬁnite set of system states.
To date, the majority of work done with regards to the robustness
of multistate systems, especially where formal design and optimization methods have been employed, has focused on three fronts:
1) multistate coherent systems, 2) control design and optimization, and 3) improving component failure rates and redundancy.
The ﬁrst of these deals with systems where a certain coherent
structure applies to the various levels of state performance and is the
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ﬁeld where the concept of multistate was ﬁrst developed in the 1970s
[1]. The predictability inherent in these systems allows performance levels to be modeled by a single or set of structure functions
and optimized as described in Lisnianski and Levitin [2], but
applicability is limited to comparatively simpler systems such as
those related to ﬂow (e.g., pumping stations) or data transmission
(e.g., circuit boards). In aerospace systems, the complexity of interactions between disciplines and the much larger space of performance metrics limits the usefulness of such methods.
The second area encompasses a large amount of multistate system
modeling and design research belonging to the ﬁeld of control design
and control optimization (also referred to as dynamic optimization).
The focus on this front is determining the system’s state once in
operation and effectively controlling it to maximize mission
performance. In the case of aircraft, this may include the detection of
failure or damage to ﬂight control actuators and using the remaining
functional effectors to create compensating forces and moments [3].
Speciﬁc cases have developed and tested emergency control laws for
partially or completely failed aircraft systems, motivated by the many
real-world instances where such control laws may have been helpful
[4,5]. Barrett et al. [6] began documenting the extensive development
and evaluation of an emergency ﬂight control system for an F-15,
continued and completed in Burcham et al. [7,8], using only
differential thrust. Results from the 36-ﬂight evaluation showed that
such a system can be used to successfully land an aircraft that has
suffered from a major ﬂight-control-system failure. A similar
endeavor in Ward and Monaco [9] details the successful retroﬁtting
of an F/A-18 with a model-based adaptive control system to respond
to states brought about by ﬂight control failure, damage, or adverse
environmental conditions. The above instances deal with softwareonly adaptation to recover from single- or multiple-mode failures by
affecting aircraft response through the system’s dynamic design or
control variables.
The third front turns focus to the system’s reliability through
failure rate of its components and subelements to improve performance robustness. There are many mature techniques to represent
multistate systems for the evaluation of reliability. These include
fault trees, reliability block diagrams, and dynamic fault trees [10],
some of which have been extended to relatively complex phasedmission analyses [11]. Literature is extensive on the topic, but a good
overview can be found in [12,13]. A great deal of successful work has
used integrated system modeling with Markov models to determine
the system reliability (and system availability) of large, complex
systems performing life-critical applications [14,15], or even to
model robustness through reconﬁgurability [16]. Other methods
exist, which are more concise in system state speciﬁcations, such as
stochastic petri nets [17], but generally rely on Markov analyses to
solve for state probabilities. The motivation for the research
presented in this article originally developed in response to a need for
expanding the above type of reliability analysis beyond that
involving just component failure rates. Recent work in DominguezGarcia et al. [18] began moving in this direction by merging system
behavioral analysis with the integrated Markov model generation
described in [19], allowing evaluation of performance for multiple
system events (e.g., multiple failures and/or sequences of failures) in
an F-16. By mapping the effect of system faults into the appropriate
performance space, the research acknowledges the link between a
system’s core static design variables and expected performance in the
face of degradation but stops short of manipulating them in a
comprehensive manner such that robustness is improved.
Each of the above solutions concentrates predominantly on a
single category of the independent variables affecting a system’s
robustness, namely, on the static design variables, the dynamic
design variables, or the component failure rates. Depending on the
category into which they fall, most are applied late in the design
cycle, after the aircraft’s deﬁning characteristics are set. As an
improvement to this, the authors apply an integrated approach that
includes multiple states of a system earlier in the design process and
considers the effects of changes to variables in each of the above three
categories. This is tested on a detailed, integrated model of a wellunderstood problem, that of the design and failure analysis of a

C-12C twin-engine turboprop aircraft, which is the military version
of the Beechcraft Super King Air 200. This existing aircraft is used as
the behavior of its failure modes is understood and should be
uncovered by the multistate approach.
It should be noted here that the intention of this approach is not to
perform a robustness analysis such as that done under what is often
referred to as robust design. In the context of this article, robustness
refers to the ability of the aircraft to provide satisfactory performance
in the face of changing discrete circumstances, in particular different
sequences of component failures. The approach accounts for
deﬁnable off-nominal aircraft states, arrived at through quantiﬁable
transition rates, and the performance in each of these states is
explicitly evaluated. Robust design, on the other hand, typically
involves computation of a probabilistic objective function based on
probabilistic variation of design variables, a result of uncertainties in
analysis capability, manufacturing processes, material properties,
etc., to determine the expectation that the real-world aircraft will
achieve the desired (typically nominal) performance prescribed in
the deﬁnition of its requirements. In some cases, probability density
functions are also assigned to external parameters to model
operational noise. There are many studies that have been done in this
area [20–22], and the approach here does not preclude the application
of such techniques.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II
describes the main elements and processes of Markov modeling,
including the establishment of appropriate measures of merit for
characterizing performance robustness. Section III presents the
aircraft integrated system model and ﬂight-test data used for its
validation. Section IVoutlines the general approach as applied to the
test case. Section V depicts results of the multistate analysis,
including sensitivities of performance metrics to design variables and
an analysis of reachability for the worst-performing states.

II.
A.

Markov Analysis

Behavioral Markov Modeling

Behavioral Markov modeling provides an efﬁcient means of
stochastically modeling state transition events and performance
outputs that might occur in a large, complex system, without having
to perform a full Monte Carlo analysis of the performance space. This
is attractive because a Markov chain can explicitly enumerate every
unique combination and sequence of possible events regardless of
probability. A Monte Carlo analysis, on the other hand, may not ﬁnd
highly improbable event sequences (such as two simultaneous lowprobability failures) without a very large number of simulations. This
advantage may come at the expense of state-space explosion in the
Markov model, which is often controlled by truncating the number of
independent events or by aggregating states. Figure 1 shows a
generic acyclic Markov-state transition diagram for multiple states of
failure without repair or reconﬁguration. In this formulation, let pk be
the probability that the system ﬁnds itself in any particular state of
performance Gk at time t. If one assumes a Markovian process, that
is, one in which system states at t  t depend only upon the state at t,
all pk may be determined through the Chapman–Kolmogorov
equations [23], knowing the transition probabilities Pr. These
transition probabilities, in the case of failures, are typically derived

Fig. 1 Markov chain formulation.
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from known values of component or element mean time between
failure (MTBF). The simplest formulation for the failure rate results
in Pr...k  i , where i is the inverse of the MTBF for the ith
component.
A simple example, depicted by the Markov formulation in Fig. 2,
considers the possible failures of two engines on an aircraft to
illustrate the calculation of pk . For generality, cyclic transitions are
allowed via repair rates , modeling perhaps a future long-duration
air vehicle with onboard diagnostics and possible in-ﬂight repair.
State 1 has both engines operating, whereas in state 2 only the
starboard engine B is functional and in state 3 only the port engine A
is functional. State 4 is the fully failed state in which both engines are
nonfunctioning. The i values are the failure rates of A and B while
the repair rates feed transition in the upstream direction. Beginning
with state 1, for a time period t; t  t, the probability that the
aircraft leaves state 1 is given by
P1!  A t  B t  A  B t

p1 t  t  p1 1  A  B t  p2 A t  p3 B t

(2)

which, after extending to the other three states and differentiating at
the limit as t approaches zero, provides the system of ﬁrst-order
linear differential equations:

where A is the matrix shown in Eq. (4):
2
A  B 
A
B
6
A  B 
0
A
6
A4
B
0
B  A 
0
B
A

(3)

3
0
7
B
7
5
A
B  A 
(4)

Whereas 20 years ago the solution to Eq. (3) required careful
formulation regarding computational efﬁciency, today many
commercial solvers exist capable of rapidly executing it for
hundreds or even thousands of states.
In practice, combining the Markov model construction of more
complex architectures with an integrated system model allows the
user to enumerate the dependency structure of the individual components. This capability ensures that dependent failures or cascading
effects are adequately represented in the reliability estimates, which
are not typically captured through traditional reliability estimation
techniques [24].
B.

System Availability and Expected Performance

The behavioral Markov approach enables far more than system
reliability analysis. Properly generalized, it allows for the rigorous
enumeration of performance associated with any probabilistic
sequence of discrete events. Although the user must understand the
impact of these singular events, they only need to model the effects
on the initiating element. The integrated behavioral model then

Fig. 2

Two-engine failure scenario.
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Subsequently, it follows from the Chapman–Kolmogorov
equations that the probability of being in state 1 at time t  t is
determined from

dpt
 Apt
dt

captures the cascading effects through the complete system. The
Markov model will generate all possible event sequences (to a userspeciﬁed number of random events), and the behavioral model will
capture the performance and stability as it cascades through the
integrated system for each particular event sequence.
Following the nomenclature of Fig. 1, if the performance levels Gk
can be determined, it is possible to determine the system’s overall
availability EA and expected performance EG according to Eqs. (5)
and (6), taken from Levitin and Lisnianski [25]. Here, T represents a
designated period of time, often divided into M intervals of TM ,
where each interval may have its own acceptable minimum performance level WM . QWM  is the summed probabilities of those states
that have achieved at least WM in time interval TM :

EG 

K
X

p k Gk

(6)

k1

Although each of these metrics is useful in its own right, they are
far more powerful when combined with system sensitivity analysis.
Namely, it is desirable to know how these quantities change as system
variables are modiﬁed. This approach has been used in the past for
system reliability analysis [14,26], using only the component failure
rates. In these cases, the absolute system reliability was of less
concern than identifying those elements that drive the system loss
probability. These elements were discovered through sensitivity
analysis, solving Eq. (5) for i  k number of cases, where each case
modiﬁed the failure rate of the ith component. The components that
drive system loss are those that exhibit the largest sensitivity, or
change in EA , given a change in i . Using the example from Fig. 2,
assuming a single, ﬁxed time period (i.e., TM  T) and that state 4 is
the only one in which the aircraft cannot achieve WM (a positive rate
of climb), this sensitivity appears as
3
dEA ;  X dpk ; 

d
d
k1

(7)

which can, of course, also be shown for the repair rates . The
sensitivity here is not necessarily used for direct optimization; it is
elementary to know that reducing a component failure rate will
(generally) increase reliability. Rather, it is used to point the system
designers to the portion of the system architecture that has the
greatest effect on reliability. The remedy may lie with ﬁnding a
higher-reliability component, introducing redundancy, changing
mission parameters, or a host of other solutions.
System sensitivity analysis can be extended to include effects of
static, or geometric, variables on expected performance EG . In this
way, it is possible not only to observe sensitivity of the expected
performance to component failure rates but also traditional aircraft
design variables x (wing span, wing area, engine placement, etc.) and
operational parameters c (cruise altitude, cruise speed, etc.).
Following the same assumption on time as Eq. (7), this takes the form
dG x; c
dEG ; ; x; c X

pk ;  k
dx
dx
k1
K

(8)

for sensitivity with respect to design variables x. Note that, by way of
the inequality in the summation for Q in Eq. (5), expected availability
becomes a function of x and c as well, although not necessarily a
continuous one.
The individual Markov-state probabilities pk in Eqs. (6) and (8) act
as weights to a weighted performance equation. Hence, for short
missions, where there is little chance for the system to enter any but
the nominal state, expected performance sensitivity will look much
like a standard design sensitivity analysis. However, as system
lifetime or mission duration increases, the probabilities of the off-
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nominal Markov states increase and sensitivities may change
dramatically. Consider, for example, the recent solicitation for
proposals from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency for
an ultra long-endurance UAV with an on-station time of ﬁve years
[27]. In this case, expected performance sensitivity is a promising
metric for identifying those system parameters that have the greatest
effect on both nominal and off-nominal system performance, and this
analysis may be critical for mission success.

III. Aircraft Integrated System Model
The expected performance and availability analysis outlined in the
previous section represents a signiﬁcant departure from traditional
analyses encountered during aircraft conceptual design. It
hypothesizes the existence of cross-sensitivities between what may
be considered traditional aircraft design variables affecting performance (such as wing area, wing span, tail height, etc.) and traditional
parameters that affect reliability (such as component failure rates).
Hence, a compelling case can be made for this methodology by
demonstrating that such cross-sensitivities (e.g.,, the effect of tail
height on system reliability) exist and can be captured at the
conceptual level. As such, a series of integrated low- to mediumﬁdelity analyses, representative of the toolset used by an aircraft
designer during system conceptual design, was constructed to
demonstrate the existence of these sensitivities. This aircraft integrated system model was calibrated to ﬂight-test data from a wellcharacterized twin-engine aircraft, which was then perturbed in a
situation similar to that of a design engineer seeking ﬁrst-order
sensitivities for various design variables and component failure rates
on the metrics presented in the previous section (expected performance and expected availability).
The early-phase aircraft system design model developed for this
demonstration is divided into an aspect-oriented hierarchy with
subdisciplines of mass properties, aerodynamic forces and moments,
propulsion, and performance. Figure 3 shows a simpliﬁed depiction
of the design model information ﬂow. All geometry is entered as
basic aircraft design variables such as aspect ratio, taper ratio, wing
sweep, fuselage height and width, engine location, etc., which are
used to calculate mass and inertias for the aircraft’s various components. These geometric parameters are also passed to a preprocessor
for input to a vortex lattice code as geometric coordinates for
discretized lifting surface panels. A few of the geometric parameters
are handled directly by a ﬂight simulator executable in the perform-

Fig. 3

ance module, such as the location of the fuel tanks, included so that
the inertial effects of fuel burn may be directly accounted for during
run time. The dotted lines in the feedback from performance to mass
properties and aerodynamic forces and moments indicate the
potential effect of engine size and weight on these two disciplines.
They are not linked in the current model because the analysis in this
study assumes a speciﬁc engine that does not vary in maximum thrust
or size.
A.

Disciplines

The mass properties discipline computes various component
weights using empirically based equations from Brandt et al. [28] and
Raymer [29]. Inertias are then calculated for each of these
components by discretizing them into smaller divisions, computing
the divisional centers of gravity, and summing the discretized inertias
to get Ixx , Iyy , Izz , and Ixz for the wing, tail, fuselage, etc. The
remaining products of inertia Ixy and Iyz are not considered due to the
aircraft’s symmetry of mass and geometry about these axes. Each
component value is passed to the aerodynamic forces and moments
module, where total vehicle inertias are computed through the
parallel axis theorem and used to help determine the aircraft’s
response characteristics. All of the code in the mass properties
discipline is written in MATLAB®.
A vortex lattice solver is used in the aerodynamic forces and
moments discipline. This is the publicly available GNU-licensed
Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL), which employs an extended vortex
lattice model for lifting surfaces and a slender body model for
fuselages and nacelles [30]. AVL has been widely used in many
aerodynamic analysis applications, including the calculation of
stability and control derivatives for ﬂight simulation in [31,32] as
well as stability and performance analysis in [33]. It represents lifting
surfaces as single-layer vortex sheets that are discretized into
horseshoe vortex ﬁlaments, where the velocities induced at a speciﬁc
control point are calculated by the Biot–Savart law. Pressure
differentials and circulation between the upper and lower surfaces of
the wing, tail, etc., are connected to the vortex strengths and total
forces are obtained by integration of the pressure differentials. The
forces are computed not only on the bound vortex legs but on parts of
trailing vortex legs that lie on physical surfaces, allowing better
evaluation of moments due to sideslip. Control derivatives are
calculated through speciﬁcation of a hinge-line location in
coordination with surface size and deﬂection. Fuselages and

Multistate aircraft design model data ﬂow.
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Table 1
Run case

Observed  range, deg Observed  range, deg Observed r range, deg Observed e range, deg
a

State 4, geometry 4
State 4, geometry 10
State 4, geometry 12
State 4, geometry 15
a

Maximum observed angle ranges

6 to 7
5 to 7
18 to 19
5 to 6

4 to 2
3 to 2
13 to 9
3 to 5

12 to 17
12 to 16
13 to 13
13 to 17

12 to 14
12 to 14
14 to 14
12 to 14

See Sec. V for details on these run-case conﬁgurations. The aileron is failed in state 4; thus, a is not reported.

nacelles are represented as source-doublet ﬁlaments, where the
resulting force and moment calculations are consistent with slender
body theory. Standard assumptions for vortex lattice apply, including
that of quasi-steady ﬂow (unsteady vorticity shedding is neglected)
and small angle approximations. Quasi-steady wake shedding of the
fuselage is modeled. The authors acknowledge that certain interference effects and nonlinearities not captured by AVL may affect
real world aircraft performance to a larger degree than represented in
the analysis, but for purposes of early-phase design evaluation such
assumptions are typically standard and necessary.
Regarding the small angle approximations, 99.5% of the run cases
reported on in Sec. V do not exhibit angles of attack (AOAs) or
sideslip above 15 deg, and the vast majority of these are below
10 deg. Table 1 shows the four worst-performing run cases and
their maximum observed angle ranges, including control-surface
deﬂection angles. Even in the single worst-performing run case
(state 4, geometry 12), all angles remain below 20 deg, which may
be considered on the limit of marginal accuracy for this stage of
design.
AVL is written in Fortran and takes as input the aircraft geometry
coordinates (which, in this case, have been processed from the
aircraft geometric design variables) and speciﬁed mass properties.
Output data are all of the aircraft control derivatives passed to the
performance module shown in Fig. 3. This is also where the aircraft’s
drag polar is calculated, providing both CL and CD as a function of
AOA. Lift and drag characteristics for various ﬂap conﬁgurations
(leading or trailing edge) may be computed as a function of AOA as
well. These are determined for any aircraft geometry coming out of
the aerodynamics module and then used in the performance simulation to model various in-ﬂight conﬁguration changes.
Thrust and speciﬁc fuel consumption are calculated in the
propulsion discipline, which at this time is a lookup table for each of
these values based on ﬂight speed and altitude. In the future, this will
be updated to consider different size engines during the design cycle
such that engine weight and nacelle drag may also be treated as
variables. Although the aerodynamic effects of thrust on lifting
surfaces are not accounted for at this time, other engine effects such
as throttle lag, p factor, and location speciﬁc forces and moments
(e.g.,, windmilling drag) are included in the analysis.
The heart of the design model is an open-source six-degrees-offreedom ﬂight simulator called JSBSim [34], modiﬁed to run in batch
mode as an S function in MATLAB’s Simulink®. The development
of JSBSim began over a decade ago with Berndt [34], and over the

Fig. 4

years has grown into a major project involving dozens of engineers. It
is very powerful as a means of evaluating aircraft ﬂight dynamics and
includes the means for fully conﬁguring the ﬂight control system,
propulsion, aerodynamics, and landing gear of any general aircraft.
This is typically done through a front-end extensible markup
language (XML) input ﬁle, where the aircraft’s characteristic parameters are read in once at the onset of the simulation and then control
inputs are treated as dynamic properties updated several times per
second during run time. Mills [35] began work on the basic implementation of the S function over a year ago and the authors continued
its further development for the work presented in this article,
including modiﬁcations to the ﬂight simulation engine itself. The
resulting updates to the code (C++) enable the effects of nearly all
aircraft design variables to be treated as dynamic properties in the
same way as control inputs, such that they can be varied as a functions
of time during the execution of the ﬂight model in Simulink. This
makes possible the rapid evaluation of a wide range of aircraft
performance parameters for a nearly limitless number of aircraft
conﬁgurations, including simulation of failure states, e.g., loss of
actuators and engine failures.
B.

Aircraft Model

To demonstrate the multistate design problem, the analysis begins
with the baseline conﬁguration of a Beechcraft Super King Air
Model 200, as shown in Fig. 4. This aircraft was chosen because its
behavior is well understood and there is ample geometry data which
is publicly available [36,37]. Additionally, the ﬁrst author has
numerous ﬂight hours testing the C-12C, which is the Air Force
modiﬁed version of the Super King Air to which this particular
computational model was calibrated. The aircraft is powered by two
Pratt and Whitney PT6A-41 turboprop engines, each rated at 850 hp
(sea level), and is equipped with a rudder-boosted yaw damper
system.
Care was taken to ensure that results from the vortex lattice
analysis and from ﬂight simulation were representative of the realworld aircraft. Thus, comparisons were made to results from a ﬂight
test validated model derived from an in-ﬂight performance
evaluation of the Beech C-12C performed at Edwards Air Force Base
in 2001 [38], and raw ﬂight-test data from an extensive program to
estimate the C-12C aerodynamic stability and control derivatives at
Edwards Air Force Base in March of 2010 [39]. The results from the
2001 aerodynamic model shown in Fig. 5 come from the Air Force

Beech C-12C (Super King Air Model 200).
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0.16
0.14

C D, Drag Coefficient

roll interaction is jCn =Cl j. As described in Sec. V, the aircraft
model predicts a jCn =Cl j of 0.38, whereas that derived from the
ﬂight test is 0.35 and comes from data across several ﬂights. Both
jCn =Cl j values are in close agreement and border the region
typically indicative of poorly damped Dutch roll.
Finally, Table 2 shows a sampling of the baseline aircraft stability
and control derivatives for both longitudinal and lateral–directional
axes.

AVL results updated for viscous drag
Results from flight test validated model (APTAS)
AIRCRAFT: Beech C-12C
CONFIGURATION: Gear Up, Flaps Up
WEIGHT: 12,500 lbs
A/S: 120 KTAS

0.12

0.1

0.08

IV.
0.06

0.04

0.02
-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

C L, Lift Coefficient

Fig. 5

Approach

The next step is to examine the relationship between the aircraft’s
static design variables and its performance output for differing
aircraft states. This may be used to evaluate the expected performance and availability of the system across various time periods and
subject to changes in component or element MTBF. Here, we
establish that such a relationship exists and can be useful for more
detailed performance evaluation and tradespace exploration for
robust, long-endurance system concepts.

Drag polar comparison (ﬂight-test data from October 2001).

A.

Flight Test Center Post Test Analysis System (raw data results were
not available) and exhibit satisfactory comparison to the AVL data,
which were updated for viscous drag through the drag component
buildup method.
Data from the more recent testing in 2010 were compared to the
stability and control characteristics of the integrated model. In
general, the existing precalibrated model arising from the analyses
depicted in Fig. 3 was quite accurate and only small adjustments (less
than 5% from baseline) were made to the mass estimation routines
and control surface geometries to reach the demonstrated results for
AOA and sideslip shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The data depicted in Fig. 6
show excellent matching between the computed and ﬂight-test AOA
response to an elevator doublet, with a root-mean-square error
(RMSE) of less than 0.4 deg. In the yaw axis, shown in Fig. 7, results
are satisfactory in that both response frequencies are the same,
although the computed model shows more damping than the actual
aircraft response, resulting in a higher RMSE of 1.81 deg. This does
not signiﬁcantly affect the impact of this study’s results for two
reasons. First, although the ﬂight-test response implies a lessdamped Dutch roll mode than the simulation, the simulation is
nonetheless very successful in capturing the performance degradation due to the King Air’s Dutch roll mode, as will be shown in
Sec. V. Second, a more comprehensive estimate of the aircraft’s yaw–

State Deﬁnition

The number of failure cases and all of their permutations can be
quite large in any particular multistate analysis. In this initial
examination, we chose to limit failures to those most directly
affecting performance and dynamics, speciﬁcally failure of the
rudder, ailerons, and/or a single engine. These correspond to the
failure rates R , A , and E , respectively. Failure rates were set at
values of 2 106 failures per hour for the rudder and ailerons and
8 106 failures per hour for the engine, which was then doubled
because only the possibility of losing one engine was considered.
Engine failure rates for the Pratt & Whitney PT-6 come from [40],
and a more detailed discussion of the ﬂight control failure rates is
given in Appendix A.
If sequence dependence is ignored, this leaves only eight system
conﬁgurations to consider, as depicted in the aggregated Markov
model shown in Fig. 8. This model appears somewhat different from
that shown in Fig. 1 because several of the downstream states can
now be reached from multiple upstream states due to the aggregation.
The ODE solution of the model to determine each state probability
pk , however, is performed in the same manner. The states in the
aggregated Markov model are shown in Table 3.
Two time periods were used for the analysis of the Markov model
and calculation of state probabilities pk . The ﬁrst was a typical
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mission duration of 8 h and the second was a 20,000 h time period
providing an indication of problem areas that might manifest
themselves over the system lifetime. Results for both time periods are
provided in Sec. V.
B.

Aircraft Performance Metrics

The performance function of interest is cast as expected speciﬁc
excess power Ps in a climbing turn, which must be evaluated for the
nominal condition and each of the failure states to compute Eqs. (5)
and (6). Ps is computed from the ﬂight simulation code using the
outputs dh=dt, dV=dt, and V in the equation Ps  dh=dt
V=gdV=dt. The expected performance and availability equations
resulting from this formulation are given in Eqs. (9) and (10):
EG Ps x;  

8
X

Fig. 8 Problem speciﬁc Markov formulation.

X

EA Ps x \ x;  

PsK 

(11)

Ps x200 fpm & dev x 5

pk Ps xk
(9)

Each simulation was run for a period of 60 s (accelerated in batch
mode), beginning from a full-throttle, constant-velocity climbing
turn at 30 deg of positive bank (to the right). Initial conditions were
set at an altitude of 5000 ft and a velocity of 140 kt, which is close to
the best speed for a cruise climb in the Beech 200. Engine failure was

(10)

Table 3 Aircraft states

k1



Vx _
_
Vx

pk  hx

g
avg;k
k1
8
X

X

EA Ps x;  

pk 

Vx _
g Vx avg;k WM

_
hx

State

Here, h is altitude, V is velocity, g is the gravity constant, and the
“avg” subscript indicates the values are averaged over the last 20 s of
the simulation, allowing the aircraft a chance to stabilize before the
performance metric is computed. WM is deﬁned as 200 ft= min for a
minimum safe rate of climb, allowing calculation of Eq. (10), and
bank angle must be maintained within 5 deg to be in the safe
region for calculation of EA x; . Total availability then
becomes

Nominal (N)
State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4
State 5
State 6
State 7
a

Rudder

Aileron

Left engine

Turn control

Ga
G
F
G
G
F
F
F

G
G
G
F
F
G
F
F

G
Fa
G
G
F
F
G
F

Ailerons/rudder
Ailerons/rudder
Ailerons
Rudder
Rudder
Ailerons
Differential thrust
n/a

G denotes good; F denotes failed neutral (actuators) or failed off (engine).

Table 2 Baseline stability and control derivative values
Long.
Lat.–dir

CL

CL0

Cm

Cm0

Cmq

Cme

5:27=rad
Cn

0.296
Cl

0:541=rad
Clp

0.134
Cla

33:9=rad
Cnr

0:0422=rad
Cnr

0:0454=rad

0:119=rad

0:559=rad

0:00457=rad

0:132=rad

0:00138=rad
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Table 4

RLL1 s  RLL2
RLL3 s  RLL4

Aircraft geometry perturbations

Design variable:

Low Value

Baseline

High Value

Wing area
Wing span
Horizontal tail area
Horizontal tail span
Vertical tail area
Vertical tail height
Spanwise engine location
Aileron chorda
Elevator chorda
Rudder chorda
Wing sweep

272:7 ft2
49.05 ft
65:7 ft2
16.51 ft
105:12 ft2
7.5 ft
7.72 ft
15.3%
23%
17.5%
0 deg

303 ft2
54 ft
73 ft2
18.3 ft
116:8 ft2
8.33 ft
8.58 ft
23%
30%
25%
4 deg

333:3 ft2
59.95 ft
80:3 ft2
20.17 ft
128:48 ft2
9.16 ft
9.44 ft
30.7%
37.0%
32.5%
15 deg

such that when the coefﬁcients are RLL1  0; RLL3 
1; RLL2  RLL4 , it becomes strictly a lag compensator and when
all coefﬁcients are zero, the compensator is not in use.
The above tuning and optimization procedure proved very
effective and often the Z–N results were more than sufﬁcient to
control a wide range of states Sk and geometries x to within
negligible deviations. This was especially true in the longitudinal
axis for the control of airspeed. For the cases where more reﬁnement
was required in the roll axis, the optimization in Eq. (12) was
performed from 10 random starting points within the bounds on r
determined from the Z–N results to better search the nonlinear design
space. If bounds were reached, they were readjusted and the process
reinitialized. The worst-performing cases at the end of the procedure
were then analyzed according to their reachability characteristics as
reported in Sec. V and Appendix B.

a
The design variables to which the 10% perturbations were applied are the
distances between the leading edge of the lifting surface and the leading
edge of the detecting control surface. This dimension facilitates input to the
vortex lattice code but is meaningless to the reader without the chord length.

modeled by cutting the throttle to zero after 10 s and control failures
disallowed the use of the control surface throughout the simulation,
assuming that it was stuck in the neutral position. In the case of
engine failure, the model accounts for additional drag effects of the
windmilling engine.
Rather than perform the full reoptimization of an existing aircraft,
at this stage the interest was in identifying those elements that might
drive system loss probability through sensitivity analysis. Therefore,
a subset of aircraft geometry variables were selected and their values
perturbed by 10%, with the exception of wing sweep, which was
varied from 0 to 15 deg. These variables and their values are given in
Table 4. Baseline values correspond to those of the aircraft in Fig. 4.
Note that the values for the deﬂecting control surfaces are displayed
to the reader as percentages of wing, horizontal tail, or vertical tail
chord, for ease of interpretation, although these are not the actual
design variables (see footnote on Table 4).
C.

State and Geometry-Speciﬁc Gain Optimization

Proportional–integral–derivative controllers with a lead–lag
compensator were used to maintain airspeed (elevator channel),
bank (channel dependent on failure state), and yaw (rudder or throttle
channel according to state), according to the block diagram in Fig. 9.
To ensure the aircraft maintained the best possible control while
achieving the bank and climb requirements, gains r for each of these
controllers were tuned by ﬁrst using the Ziegler–Nichols (Z–N)
method [41] to determine a feasible starting point and then by ﬁne
tuning with an interior-point constrained optimization algorithm
according to the optimization formulation given in Eq. (12), shown
for the bank angle task:
given state Sk ;

geometry x
P
  setpoint 2
minimize Jr 
t=t
r  Rp ; Ri ; Rd ; RLL1 ; RLL2 ; RLL3 ; RLL4
s:t: ri;LB

ri

ri;UB ;

i  1; 2; . . . ; n

(12)

The lead–lag compensator was used when necessary, constructed
as

Fig. 9

(13)

V. Results
Each geometry in Table 4 was run for each Markov state, including
one baseline geometry plus 11 low values and 11 high values for a
total of 23 geometries. This resulted in 184 simulation runs when
applied to the eight Markov states. Total computational time, not
including gain optimization, was under two minutes when split in
parallel across eight processing threads on a desktop with an Intel
quad-core i7 2.8 GHz CPU and 9.0 GB of RAM.
A.

Multistate Aircraft Performance

To best show the effects of each geometry on the performance
metric, the scatterplots in Fig. 10 were constructed, plotting bank
angle vs speciﬁc excess power for each state. Each plot contains
23 geometries, with the baseline geometry marked by dashed lines.
Note that several geometries may overlap; thus, not all 23 instances
are discernible on each plot. The safe region is deﬁned in each plot by
a rectangle bounded by the WM limits of  200 ft= min for Ps and
within 5 deg of the commanded bank angle of 30 deg as deﬁned
previously in Sec. IV. Geometries within the safe region are
considered operational for the particular failure sequence, whereas
those outside of this region will not allow safe completion of the
mission. This information is used when classifying the performance
of a particular Markov state for the calculation of the expected
availability as per Eq. (11).
Of the 184 simulation cases (23 geometries 8 states), 28 did not
achieve safe performance as established by the WM criterion on climb
rate and bank angle. Twenty-three of these resulted in total loss of
aircraft and came from state 7, which was to be expected because
there was no way to control the aircraft without use of rudder, aileron,
or differential thrust. Four unsatisfactory cases came from the
analysis of state 4, where the left engine and ailerons were failed,
requiring bank angle and turn to be controlled with only the rudder in
the face of asymmetric thrust. The remaining case came from state 5,
with the left engine and rudder failed and bank angle controlled with
ailerons.
The most critical failing geometries of state 4 were those with the
vertical tail height decreased by 10% and the spanwise engine
location at the greatest distance from the fuselage. The short tail
height was also the failing geometry of state 5. Experimentation with

Controller block diagram.
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Nominal State
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Fig. 10 Effect of geometry perturbation on Ps vs bank angle for each Markov state. States correspond to those in Fig. 8. Inset aircraft diagrams show
failed components.

the control scenarios for this state as well as numerous hours of ﬂight
testing actual Beech 200 aircraft motivated suspicion that an
unsatisfactory Dutch roll mode might be to blame. Indeed, inspection
of the control derivatives showed that these two geometries had the
lowest values for jCn =Cl j of all 23 cases. A general rule in aircraft
design is that jCn =Cl j, which is a measure of the aircraft’s lateral
stability in relation to its directional stability, should be greater than
0.33 for satisfactory Dutch roll. For the case with the reduced tail
height, this value was 0.19 and for the outboard engine placement it
was 0.31.
There are a few items to note concerning this ﬁnding. First, the
design model predicted a jCn =Cl j of 0.38 for the baseline aircraft
and data collected from the ﬂight testing in March 2010 [39]
indicated a value somewhat less than this but within the margin of
error. Both of these values are very close to the 0.33 threshold and
become more critical at higher AOAs, as less of the tail is in
undisturbed ﬂow. This is a known characteristic of the Beech 200 and
one of the reasons why the aircraft is equipped with a yaw damper
(the yaw damper is only certiﬁed for nominal operation and is shut off
in failure conditions, per ﬂight manual emergency procedures).
Second, in ﬁve of the eight states, these poor Dutch roll characteristics did not result in a loss of the aircraft. However, in the
adverse circumstances presented by state 4, the rudder was unable to

dampen the Dutch roll mode while also being required to control
bank angle in a turning climb. Although it may be argued that this
particular outcome is speciﬁc to the scenario and optimum control
laws presented here, it does demonstrate the emergence of critically
negative behavior in off-nominal conditions that can be affected by
small changes in geometric design variables. Speciﬁcally, a slightly
more effective vertical tail would have been helpful in supporting
both functions; controlling the Dutch roll mode, and maintaining
bank angle.
Finally, regarding engine placement, in some cases intuition might
be correct in suggesting further outboard engine location is desirable
for better turn control through differential thrust. However, results
show that the effect of this placement on inertial and mass properties
should not be overlooked, especially when certain stability
characteristics lie on the margin as in the case of state 4.
B.

Sensitivity Analysis

It is important to determine which parameters have the greatest
effect on overall system performance and availability. As mentioned
earlier, the expected performance in Eq. (6) tends to treat the Markovstate probabilities as weights. Thus, given sufﬁciently low failure
rates, a short Markov time period will have expected performance
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Table 5 Steady-state Markov probabilities
Markov state

8 h sortie

20,000 h system lifetime

Five-year sortie

Nominal
State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4
State 5
State 6
State 7

99.9%
0.01%
<0:001%
<0:001%
<0:001%
<0:001%
<0:001%
<0:001%

67.0%
25.3%
2.7%
2.7%
1.0%
1.0%
0.1%
0.04%

41.6%
42.3%
3.8%
3.8%
3.9%
3.9%
0.35%
0.35%

Similar calculations were made for perturbations to the individual
component failure rates (aileron, rudder, and engine), also varied by
10%. These were normalized by the baseline aircraft geometry and
expected values. The sensitivities for the 8 and 20,000 h expected Ps
are shown in Fig. 11.
The 8 h sortie represents a nominal aircraft sensitivity analysis for
speciﬁc excess power, as might traditionally be performed in aircraft
design. Here, wing span b is the most sensitive component. This is
due to the signiﬁcant increase in wing mass with the increase in
aspect ratio, which outweighs the reduction in induced drag that
occurs with a larger span. Wing area S is the next highest contributor,
again due mostly to changes in the mass of the lifting surface. The
sign of this sensitivity is opposite to that with wing span, as would be
predicted by the location of S in the denominator of the equation for
aspect ratio,   b2 =S.
Results change for the 20,000 h system lifetime sensitivity. Wing
span and area remain two of the three most inﬂuential variables; this
is to be expected, given that the nominal state still has a 67%
probability and thus retains a signiﬁcant inﬂuence. However,
previously insensitive variables are now more prominent. These are
engine failure rate, vertical tail height, and vertical tail area. The ﬁrst,
engine failure rate, comes as little surprise given the relatively high
probability of an engine failure, which is 27.3% per summation of
Markov states 1, 4, 5, and 7 in Table 5. Hence, reducing engine failure
rate would, naturally, have a beneﬁcial effect on the expected speciﬁc
excess power. The vertical tail height is less obvious. In this case, the
derivative actually changes sign, in addition to magnitude, between
the more nominal scenario and the extended time duration scenario
that gives more weight to the off-nominal states. This arises from the
unsatisfactory performance shown in states 4 and 5, as well as from
having nearly the worst performance in state 3. The fact that this
geometry performs quite well in the remainder of the states illustrates
the importance of observing the design space from a multistate
perspective, especially when long time durations are considered.
Figure 12 shows the same type of sensitivity results but for
expected bank-angle deviation instead of speciﬁc excess power.
Again, vertical tail height is an extremely important factor in the
20,000 h scenario, whereas it is relatively benign in the 8 h sortie. In

values nearly identical to the nominal state. As overall system
lifetime increases, or mission duration in the case of long-endurance
vehicles, the expected system performance will change as offnominal probabilities increase. To illustrate this, consider an 8 h
mission and a 20,000 h system lifetime, both typical for this type of
aircraft. If no repairs are made, the Markov-state probabilities will be
as those depicted in Table 5, given the failure rates mentioned earlier.
Even if repairs are considered, these values provide some indication
of the amount of resources that must be allocated towards maintenance. The third column in Table 5 is not necessarily applicable to
this aircraft, but is included to emphasize the impact of this analysis
on systems expected to operate for long periods of time in austere
environments, for instance an ultra-long-endurance unmanned
vehicle with a continuous mission duration of ﬁve years [27].
Given these probabilities, it is possible to determine the expected
system performance and availability. More important, one may solve
the expected performance sensitivity for the 8 h sortie, 20,000 h
system lifetime, or ﬁve-year case, or likewise observe changes in
expected availability. The design variable sensitivities are simple
perturbations from the baseline geometry, ﬁgured from a central
difference on the high and low variations in Table 4, according to
Eq. (14):
EA;G x;  EA;G x  x;   EA;G x  x; 

2x
x

(14)

20,000-hr Life
8-hr Sortie
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Fig. 11 Comparison of design sensitivities: Ps , sensitivity  EG Ps =x  x0 =EG;0 Ps . Top chart zoomed in for detail.
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Fig. 12

Comparison of design sensitivities: dev , sensitivity  EG dev =x  x0 =EG;0 dev .

addition, several sensitivities such as wing span, engine location, and
elevator chord change in both sign and magnitude. Note that
sensitivity to engine failure rate is much less signiﬁcant in
comparison to the other failure rates than in Fig. 11. This is due to the
fact that a signiﬁcant portion of bank angle deviation occurs in
states 3 and 6, in which the engine has not failed.
Finally, the data in Fig. 13 demonstrate how changes in design
variables and component failure rates affect the system expected
availability. The driving factors are those pointed out previously in
the analysis of the scatterplots in Fig. 10. Although the engine has the
highest component failure rate, its effect on expected availability is
less than the other two components because the failure rate sensitivities were performed from the baseline geometry, which only has
unsatisfactory performance in state 7. The distribution of probabilities across Markov states for this geometry is such that changes
to aileron and rudder failure rates actually increase the weighting of
state 7 more than do changes to the engine failure rate. Only the

20,000 h and ﬁve-year results are shown, as those for the 8 h duration
are insigniﬁcant in magnitude.
C.

Reachability

Special care was taken to ensure that the results of the worstperforming states were not merely due to an inappropriate selection
of gains for the speciﬁed control system. One means of doing this was
careful formulation of the gain optimization given in Eq. (12),
examination of the resulting postoptimality criterion, and comparison of results from multiple starting points within the design
space, all of which indicated that the best possible solution had been
obtained. As a second means of veriﬁcation, a comparison of system
reachability was made between satisfactory and nonsatisfactory
geometries, a full discussion of which is provided in Appendix B.
Indeed, the results of this analysis indicated a distinct difference, for
instance, between the reachability of the low vertical tail height

rudder chord

5-yr
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Static Design Variables, x
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engine location
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vert. tail area
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Fig. 13 Comparison of design sensitivities: EA , sensitivity  EA Ps ; =x  x0 =EA;0 Ps ; .
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geometry system and the baseline geometry system of state 4, namely
that the worst-performing system was not reachable, whereas the
baseline system was reachable.

VI.

Conclusions

In summary, a multistate design approach was introduced that
enables the rapid and ﬂexible analysis of multistate aircraft
performance. The approach was applied to the case study of an
existing twin-engine aircraft. Results showed how small changes in
static design variables may improve performance in the nominal
condition while hurting performance in off-nominal conditions,
resulting in decreased expected performance or availability across
system lifetime or long mission durations. Speciﬁc results from the
Super King Air analysis showed that, of 184 geometry cases, 28 did
not achieve satisfactory performance. Many occurred in the fully
failed state and were expected, but several occurred in partially
degraded states in which the majority of geometry cases were able to
meet performance requirements. More important, this behavior
clearly exhibited itself in the resulting design sensitivities,
conﬁrming that such an approach will allow designers to identify
those elements that might drive system loss probability through an
analysis of performance changes across system states and their
respective response to changes in design variables.
The results of this study provide promising evidence as to the
utility of expected performance and expected availability analysis
and its ability to provide design engineers with data to generate more
robust solutions early in the design process. Future work will expand
the expected value sensitivity analysis experiments. Having
validated these methods on this well deﬁned aircraft problem, the
next step is application to a larger, less understood model, and
extension to states with failed sensors or instruments leading to
degradation with less than full observability.

Appendix A: Failure Rates
The authors chose to use what are considered typical values of
failure rates to illustrate effectiveness of the technique at identifying
potential issues with the design’s performance under failure, even
given low failure rates. Flight-control-system failure rates were
conservative estimates often used by experts of 1=500; 000 h.
Guidance for these values can be derived from National Transportation and Safety Board (NTSB) data, such as its Annual Review
of Accident Data. For example, 2006 data show that Part 135 airplane
operations had one accident attributable to ﬂight-control-system
failure over 2.5 million hours of operation [42]. Because the Super
King Air is generally a Part 135 on-demand or scheduled charter
aircraft, and not all ﬂight-control-system failures result in what the
NTSB considers an accident, the authors consider a 500,000 h MTBF
for the aileron and rudder control system as a reasonable estimate.
Failure rates can vary widely across aircraft (for some examples of
very poor rates, e.g., 1=5000 h in UAVs, see [43]), but for purposes of
design the direction of performance improvement is typically much
more important than the absolute magnitude of expected availability
or expected performance resulting from a speciﬁc combination of
failure rates.

If and only if the matrix Q has full rank n is the system reachable.
This characteristic arises from the nature of the system zeros, which
may be divided into three categories: input-decoupling zeros, outputdecoupling zeros, and transmission zeros. Only the input-decoupling
zeros will be discussed here as they are most relevant to the
reachability problem, but the reader is directed to [44] for a full
treatment of the topic.
The above mentioned zeros for a multiple-input multiple-output
system can be derived from the Rosenbrock system matrix, given in
the Laplace domain as


sI  A B
Ps 
(B3)
C
D
The input-decoupling zeros are the values of s where the upper
block matrix (describing the input coupling) of Eq. (B3), given below
as Eq. (B4),
Pu s  sI  AjB 2 Rn

nm

(B4)

has rank less than n. This occurs when multiple paths exist to the
same system output or alternate physical mechanisms result in
competing output components [45]. The existence of inputdecoupling zeros means that control effectiveness is unachievable
with the given set of inputs. Furthermore, reachability is equivalent to
the absence of input-decoupling zeros.
Equations (B2) and (B4) provide a convenient means for verifying
the performance of the worst-performing states as reported in Sec. V.
As an example, consider the results shown in state 4 of Fig. 10. Here,
Eqs. (B2) and (B4) were used to determine the reachability of the
baseline geometry system as compared to the low-tail-height
geometry system, where the baseline geometry performance fell well
within the safe region, whereas the low tail height geometry was the
leftmost point outside of it.
The initial step in this process was to construct the state matrix A,
the control matrix B, and the output matrix C (the feed-forward
matrix D was null). This was accomplished using an interior-point
optimization algorithm acting on the state derivatives to trim the
aircraft model as close as possible to the desired ﬂight conditions for
both geometries. The model was then linearized about these points
using an algorithm adapted from Stevens and Lewis [45], to obtain
two distinct, geometry-speciﬁc sets of A; B; C. Although only A
and B are needed for the evaluation of Eq. (B2), C was used to ﬁnd the
system zeros from Eq. (B3) for the rank evaluation of Eq. (B4). For
state 4, the state vector consisted of U; V; W; P; Q; R; ;
; ; posN ; posE ; h , while the input vector was elevator ; rudder with
output of P; R; ; , recalling that, for this state, the ailerons and left
engine were failed.
Results showed a distinct difference in the degree of reachability
for the two geometries. The rank of Q from Eq. (B2) for the baseline
geometry was 12 (full rank, because n  12), indicating a reachable
system. For the low tail geometry, the rank dropped to 11 for the same
tolerances, indicating an unreachable system and implying the
existence of one or more input-decoupling zeros. Further
examination of the system zeros and subsequent evaluation of
Pu s from Eq. (B4) showed the presence of one input-decoupling
zero near the origin for the low tail geometry and conﬁrmed the
absence of input-decoupling zeros for the baseline geometry system.

Appendix B: Reachability
References

The state-space system described by
x_  Ax  Bu

y  Cx  Du
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in which xt 2 Rn is the state vector, ut 2 Rm is the input vector,
and yt 2 Rp is the output vector, is termed reachable if a control
input can be selected to drive the system from any initial state to any
ﬁnal state in time t. The are many techniques available for solving the
reachability problem for discrete time, one of which is the formation
and analysis of the reachability matrix, which is deﬁned as
Q  BjABjA2 Bj . . . jAn1 B 2 Rn

nm
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